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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration amended its emergency use authorization for the P;zer-

BioNTech COVID-19 shot to allow a booster dose for children ages 5 to 11.  The FDA’s “evaluation

of safety” for the booster dose in young children was based on a study of only about 400 children,

and no meeting was held with the Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee.

The booster shot is intended to be given at least ;ve months after the primary two-dose series

has been completed, but less than one-third — only 28.8% — of U.S. children in this age group

have received the ;rst two doses of this experimental gene therapy.

“[G]iven that these children have the lowest coronavirus vaccination rate of all eligible Americans,

[as most parents have wisely avoided giving their child the jab,] public health experts are not

expecting a rush for the booster,” The New York Times reported,  and this is good news, since

multiple red ]ags have risen regarding the use of these shots, particularly among children.

COVID Shots’ Dismal Effectiveness Wanes Rapidly

Booster shots are typically released because the initial shots aren’t working as planned. This is

certainly the case with COVID-19 shots, which have been found to have dismally low effectiveness

rates of 12%, according to research conducted by the New York State Department of Health.  In

their rationale for why a booster dose is now needed for children, Dr. Peter Marks, Ph.D., director

of the FDA’s Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research, said:

“Since authorizing the vaccine for children down to 5 years of age in October 2021,

emerging data suggest that vaccine effectiveness against COVID-19 wanes after the

second dose of the vaccine in all authorized populations.”

From December 13, 2021, to January 24, 2022, the New York State Department of Health

researchers analyzed outcomes among 852,384 children aged 12 to 17 years, and 365,502

children aged 5 to 11 years, who had received two doses of the shots. Effectiveness declined

rapidly among 5- to 11-year-olds, falling from 68% to just 12%.

Protection against hospitalization also dropped, from 100% to 48%. Among 11-year-olds alone,

vaccine effectiveness plunged to 11%.  The lackluster response was blamed on the dosage

discrepancies among the age groups, as 5- to 11-year-olds receive two 10-microgram P;zer

shots, while 12- to 17-year-olds receive 30-microgram shots.

A CDC study also found that the effectiveness of two doses of P;zer’s COVID-19 shots against

symptomatic COVID-19 infection “was modest and decreased rapidly” from December 2021 to

February 2022.  The study found that two to four weeks after the second dose of P;zer’s COVID-

19 shots, effectiveness was 60.1% among 5- to 11-year-olds. This fell to just 28.9% by month 2.

A similar trend was seen among adolescents aged 12 to 15 years. Vaccine effectiveness two to

four weeks after the second dose of the shots was 59.5%, and this fell to 16.6% during month

two.  Among adolescents who received a booster dose, effectiveness went back up to 71.1% two

to 6.5 weeks later, but it’s not revealed what happened after that.

If data from adults are any indication, the boost in effectiveness from the booster will also be

short-lived. Among adults, within four to ;ve months post-booster, protection against emergency

department and urgent care visits due to COVID-19 decreased to 66%, then fell to just 31% after

;ve months or more post-booster.

Children’s Booster Trial Didn’t Test Effectiveness

The FDA’s decision to allow a booster dose for children was based on an ongoing P;zer trial — the

same one that it used to authorize the ;rst set of COVID-19 shots in the 5- to 11-year-old age

group.

Antibody responses were evaluated in only 67 subjects who received a booster shot seven to nine

months after the two-dose primary series of shots. “The antibody level against the SARS-CoV-2

virus one month after the booster dose was increased compared to before the booster dose,” the

FDA noted.

However, there is still no data on whether the booster is effective against COVID-19, and whether

the effectiveness will quickly wane, as it has with all previous shots. The New York Times also

reported:

“In the PIzer-BioNTech clinical trial, children showed a sixfold increase in antibody levels

against the original version of the virus one month after receiving the booster, compared

with one month after receiving a second dose …

Laboratory tests of blood samples from a tiny subgroup of 30 children also showed 36

times the level of neutralizing antibodies against the Omicron variant compared with

levels after only two doses. The study did not show how long the antibodies last or test

effectiveness against Covid-19.”

High, ArtiHcially Elevated Antibodies Come at a Cost

What’s more, the notion that increasing antibodies equates to disease protection and better health

is misguided. Arti;cially in]ated antibodies signal to your body that you’re always infected, and

the resulting immune response could prove to be detrimental to your health.

Your adaptive immune system, speci;cally, generates antibodies that are used to ;ght pathogens

that your body has previously encountered.  During normal infections, your cellular immune

system produces high fever and temporary T-cell elevations, along with elevated antibodies to the

infection, gradually dissipate.

Ali Ellebedy, Ph.D., an associate professor of pathology & immunology at Washington University

School of Medicine in St. Louis, explained, “It’s normal for antibody levels to go down after acute

infection, but they don’t go down to zero; they plateau.”  This is a normal response and isn’t a

measure of waning immunity.

On the contrary, repeatedly, arti;cially in]ating antibodies with booster shots comes with a cost

and can lead to a “death zone,” accelerating the development of autoimmune conditions such as

Parkinson’s, Kawasaki disease and multiple sclerosis, according to tech leader and COVID analyst

Marc Girardot, who urges a retreat from the vaccination “death zone” before it’s too late.

It’s known, for instance, that certain autoimmune diseases are seen alongside high levels of

antibodies.  Further, COVID-19 shots train your body to produce singular antibodies for one spike

protein and cannot compare to the protection provided by natural immunity, which occurs after

recovery from an illness. Speaking with Daniel Horowitz, pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole explained that

natural infection produces broad immunity that can’t be matched by vaccination:

"A natural infection induces hundreds upon hundreds of antibodies against all proteins of

the virus, including the envelope, the membrane, the nucleocapsid, and the spike. Dozens

upon dozens of these antibodies neutralize the virus when encountered again.

Additionally, because of the immune system exposure to these numerous proteins

(epitomes), our T cells mount a robust memory, as well. Our T cells are the 'marines' of the

immune system and the Irst line of defense against pathogens. T cell memory to those

infected with SARSCOV1 is at 17 years and running still."

Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA vaccine core platform technology,  also stated,

“When it comes to COVID, public health olcials have consistently downplayed and ignored

natural immunity among children. Yet 81 research studies  con;rm that natural immunity to

COVID is equal or superior to any ‘vaccine immunity.’”

COVID Shots Cause Liver Failure, Other Serious Adverse Effects

A concerning number of case reports describe the development of immune-mediated and

autoimmune hepatitis in the days and weeks following COVID-19 injections.  A team of

researchers collected date from such cases from 18 countries, identifying 87 patients with a

median age of 48 years who developed autoimmune hepatitis-like liver injury after a COVID-19

shot.

Typically, the liver injury was diagnosed 15 days after the shot. Most cases (59%) were attributed

to P;zer’s COVID-19 shot while 23% were linked to the Oxford-AstraZeneca shot and 18% to

Moderna’s shot. All of the patients in the study recovered from the liver injury after treatment —

except for one. That man developed liver failure and had to have a liver transplant. The

researchers concluded:

“SARS-CoV-2 vaccination can be associated with liver injury. Corticosteroid therapy may

be beneIcial in those with immune-mediated features or severe hepatitis. Outcome was

generally favorable, but vaccine associated liver injury led to fulminant liver failure in one

patient.”

Young children are also developing severe hepatitis at an unusually high rate and nobody knows

why.  It’s unclear how many of the children have received COVID-19 shots, but researchers did

suggest that mild or asymptomatic COVID-19 infection could have left behind spike protein that’s

acting as a “superantigen”  and triggering the immune system to over-react to other viruses, such

as adenovirus-41F, which is causing liver damage.

If that’s the case, the spike protein that circulates in the body after COVID-19 shots could also be

problematic, especially since “mRNA vaccines promote sustained synthesis of the SARS-CoV-2

spike protein.”  Other concerning adverse events have also been reported.

One study published in Scienti;c Reports, for instance, revealed that calls to Israel’s National

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) for cardiac arrest and acute coronary syndrome increased

more than 25% among 16- to 39-year-olds from January to May 2021, compared to the same time

period in 2019 and 2020.

COVID-19 Case Rates Higher in Injected Children

Children are at an extremely low risk of serious illness from COVID-19, making the

recommendations for COVID-19 shots, and now boosters, among this population highly

questionable — even ludicrous.

“Research shows that there is no bene;t to children receiving a COVID shot, and in fact, the shots

can cause potential harm, adverse effects and death. According to P;zer’s own study trial data,

the chance of death in children from the shot is 107 times higher than death from COVID,” Malone

stated.

The CDC’s own data also show that COVID-19 case rates among children who have received two

COVID-19 shots have been higher than rates in children who did not get the shots since February

2022.

“That’s the ;rst time CDC recorded a higher case rate among fully vaccinated young children since

data was ;rst collected in December 2021,” Malone said,  and perhaps it’s harbinger of things to

come. Adding a booster dose to the already dangerous, ineffective and ]awed COVID-19 shot

recommendations for children will only add more fuel to the ;re.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,423 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Paleocarn
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Power, money and control. Gain of Function, vaccines, viruses etc are distractions. Add in war and famine, and the masses will embrace
digital passports. Being " off grid" will not help. Nothing can change until people put aside their petty differences. Vegans must stand with
carnivores, Republicans with Democrats.
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French news today (end May 2022) has been foreshadowing the planned roll-out of digital money, digital medicine, tracking
everything on everyone and no more privacy. The news just 'informed' us that roll-out will begin in September this year (ie in 4
months). They didn't mention having a referendum on this so it's not even a democratic decision and probably won't be very
transparent from the policy-makers' side when the time comes for us to bite the bullet on this. Meanwhile, transparency is almost
impossible to obtain from government ministers (eg PPE procurement - UK government overspent on this by about 10.5 BILLION
pounds in 2020 (www.bmj.com/.../bmj.m4474 ), dishing out contracts to people they knew for substandard PPE) and they are simply
allowed to go under the radar.

Big-Pharma, like governments, is also exempt from being transparent over their practices (eg Emergent BioSolutions plant in
Baltimore that was closed down in spring of 2021 due to 'quality control' errors after making J+J and AZ Covid vaccines - millions of
doses had to be destroyed). During that same period - spring 2021 - we weren't allowed to question the validity of these experimental
vaccines on any level and were actively silenced. Now look at the state we're in! It's all a bit shocking.
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Yesterday, the WHO had an 'emergency' meeting and apparently, the members voted unanimously on a new pandemic preparedness
agreement. I don't think they're going to wait until 2024! -- www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/coronavirus/pandemic-treaty/
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"Vegans must stand with carnivores..."? Wha? Is there a battle between vegans and carnivores I'm not aware of?
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Anyone who has followed closely knew this was just a matter of time. Once they eliminated any form of accountability it was over.
The agenda check list for 2030 is just executing now
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Maybe some vegans are afraid to be eaten by the carnivores.
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Vegans must stand with carnivores, Republicans with Democrats? Sorry, you are dreaming. These are groups with fundamentally
different characters. They cannot agree - ever. Democrats hate freedom, love tyranny. Vegans hate reality, believe in fantasy and
want to impose impossible ideas on the rest of us. These are not my friends, they are mortal enemies. All our recent problems are
self-in]icted and driven by these types. They will never admit they have been wrong about anything, regardless of the destruction
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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Carnivores eat vegans, trust the science, science is about power and how to get the vegans into the stew pot [especially during
famines]. heretical.com/.../index.html  The science, in all ;elds, has been hijacked by vested interests. And that quote from Dr. Paul
Reiter again rings true: “As far as the science being settled,’ I think that is an obscenity. The fact is the science is being distorted by
people who are not scientists.” or as Dr. Yuval Noah Harari recently indicated: Science is not really about truth, it’s about power. The
real aim of science is about power [to totally control/enslave the masses and vegans, especially injection free [un-poisoned] 100%
grass fed, grass ;nished vegans - plus as per the above article they can be fairly compliant once they know it's for the greater good.]
Dr. Yuval Noah Harari (note from 15:00 min. mark) www.bitchute.com/.../pBIzrYqGMmFN
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Vegans dismember, burn and drill the heads of live babies. Carnivores torture and mutilate live animals. The prince of this world
revels in death and suffering. We all belong to his kingdom. Our differences are only skin deep.
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With ALL the information on these mRNA experimental injections, you would think parents would prevent their children from such
danger. But they don't! R.Kennedy Jr book proves, page after page, that Ivermectin is the answer, with vitamin D3, C, Zinc
pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov   33278625 A ;ve-day course of ivermectin for the treatment of COVID-19 may ... Ivermectin, a US Food
and Drug Administration-approved anti-parasitic agent, was found to inhibit severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) replication in vitro. A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial was conducted to determine the rapidity of
viral clearance and safety of ivermectin among adult SARS-CoV-2 patients.
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Less than 6-months ago, these were the recovery rates for covid-19: Ages 0-19 : 99.9973,  20-29 yrs: 99.9860, 30-39 yrs: 99.9690, 40-49
yrs: 99.9180, 50-59 yrs: 99.7300, 60-69 yrs: 99.4100, 70+ yrs: 94.5000. Why are we giving anyone an experimental product? This was has
been a treatable virus since Day One. Omicron produces symptoms more in-line with a common cold, with even less need for experimental
products. You'd have to be crazy to line-up for one of these injections.
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Crazy is as crazy does.
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You just asked the million-dollar question. The short answer is the WHO and the CDC and the Department Of Health from other
countries (whatever they call themselves) all collaborated to change the de;nition of a pandemic. It used to be that a pandemic was
caused by a highly infectious pathogen that KILLS a large number of people. I don't recall the exact percentage but I think it had to
kill over 10% of those that got infected. Covid-19 was less than 1% when you throw out those that died from ventilators and
Remdesivir. The new de;nition is just a pathogen that is infecting a lot of people. So the common cold could get called a pandemic.

No one voted on this. The WHO and the CDC just make up the rules as they go and we have to follow their rules. How did we get to
this point and how do we change the rules/de;nitions back to pre-covid-19? Using 2018's de;nition of a pandemic, covid-19 never
happened. Then they changed the de;nition of a vaccine. Using the pre-Nov-2020 de;nition of a vaccine, the mRNA jabs don't
qualify as a vaccine. They would be called a therapeutic and/or gene therapy. SO we never had a pandemic which means there can't
be an "Emergency Use Authorizations" for anything, much less something that's experimental like these mRNA jabs.
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Its crazy not to stick the camel's nose under the tent. Epoch Times has a good article on the topic of the Politicization of Medicine:
appears Medical Tyranny's push is coming from numerous politicians, looking for re-election during the upcoming mid-term
elections this November. Some wised up from prior bad medical experience, curious enough to take a scissors and rip the curtain,
easy to see big Pharma lobbying support (aka funding) corrupting the FDA, CDC and many congressperson's decisions.
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FDA Authorizes PHzer Boosters for Kids 5 to 11
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

The FDA has authorized the use of a booster COVID-19 shot in children ages 5 to 11;

less than one-third — only 28.8% — of U.S. children in this age group have received the

;rst two doses of this experimental gene therapy

)

Effectiveness of COVID-19 shots in children wanes rapidly; a CDC study found that two

to four weeks after the second dose of P;zer’s COVID-19 shots, effectiveness was

60.1% among 5- to 11-year-olds, but this fell to just 28.9% by month two

)

There is still no data on whether the booster is effective against COVID-19, and

whether the effectiveness will quickly wane, as it has with all previous shots as well as booster doses in adults

)

Arti;cially in]ated antibodies triggered by booster shots signal to your body that you’re always infected, and the resulting immune response

could prove to be detrimental to your health

)

COVID-19 shots are associated with liver injury, including liver failure that led to a liver transplant)

Children are at an extremely low risk of serious illness from COVID-19, and CDC data show that COVID-19 case rates among children who

received two COVID-19 shots are now higher than rates in children who did not get the shots

)
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Kjw2223
Joined On 5/11/2022 2:46:02 PM
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The research of the drug companies is bogus. They obfuscate the studies. But even if effective rates around 20% are true why would they
recommend take an experimental vaccine with so many health injuries? Why would people have their kids injected?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The power of brainwashing is pretty incredible. It is time for people to think, at last. That said, if they choose not to think and they
choose to go ahead with a blind rush to a so-called "experimental" Jab (I think the powers that be know exactly what they are doing,
being fully knowledgeable of human physiology) then as people suffer the grave consequences, with that word "grave" being at once
an emotive expression and also a potentially literal fact, then they will wake up. And people are going to, eventually.

It is only a matter of time. And in fact, a lot of people already are. They asking the question, why take multiple jabs ongoing? If they
don't ask the question, they are frankly stupid. Can Anybody with a capital A see the red ]ags waving, about ineffectiveness, where
effectiveness is falsely and misleadingly claimed? I think the time will come, and soon, that a LOT of people are going to defect to
natural medicine. A cause and effect matter. BigPharma's stranglehold on people's minds may wane, and it may be because of their
own doing.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why would they recommend them? Why would people have their kids injected? You're on the right track asking these questions. As
you get older, if you are open-minded, you'll ;nally have to accept the horri;c truth. Those who aspire to power are mostly (not all)
unspeakably evil. The vast majority of people are unwilling to think rationally, or incapable. They pave the way for their own misery at
the hands of evil leaders. Instead of thinking of the few who lived in enlightened western democracies for the last few hundred years
as "normal", stop to realize that's been an anomaly - many, many times more have lived, live today, and will live in quite different
cultures.

It's no surprise we are reverting to the norm - to be expected actually. I hope I'm overly pessimistic. I do try to see clearly and
realistically though. One of the founders said "we've given you a republic, if you can keep it". Another said "the price of democracy is
eternal vigilance". They knew exactly how it was likely to go.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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steelj and the Republic was able to survive until 1870 when it became incorporated and has been operating as a corporation
(bankrupted from 1933) ever since.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everything done over the past two years by governments, the medical establishment, corrupt liberal scientists, Big Pharma, MSM,
Social Media and especially the WHO , FDA and CDC has been to continue the global genocide agenda of Bill Gates and the Great
Reset mob of reprobates. There is only ONE solution to stop it and end it. Lock & load because there is no other way at this point.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM
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A good summing up, maxxon, of the conspirators, perpetrators and their puppets involved in the criminal activity that has attempted
to destroy civilisation, culminating in the events of the last two years. To my mind, the ;rst to be executed should be the
representatives of the people who elected them in good faith to manage public affairs, funded by public money. As our servants, they
are accountable to us as taxpayers and their excuses such as “I was threatened if I did not comply or I was brainwashed by Schwab’s
school for young globalists or I received a wad of cash for joining the WEF ” are not acceptable just as the excuse “I was only
following orders” after a few of the Na-zis were put on trial after the second world war was not accepted.

Crimes against the moral law are still crimes even though they may be legal. Next up, medics who claim not to know what they are
injecting into the body, or even worse into the bodies of children. They are professionals and it is their duty to ;nd out, and refuse to
comply if they have doubts about safety. Any Tom, Richard or Harry can set themselves up as Dr No, Moonraker or Blofeldt but it’s up
to governments to protect us or tell these fantasists with too much money to go to hell.

Who knows - the conspirators may have taken their inspiration from the James Bond movies or maybe they even wrote the scripts!
Glad to hear you have found a solution to end the Great Reset adventure and their dirty tricks against humanity. To avoid bloody civil
war, however, the locking and loading would have to be done by olcially appointed executioners. So, back to the main problem of
government corruption..
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The body in a permanent state of hyperdrive immune response is like pushing a boulder uphill only to have it roll back down then push it
back up & keep repeating the process. Ask anyone with severe allergies, COPD what it's like to be in a permanent body fog. A proper
immune response would approach the ever-present Corona Cold strain virus by the body releasing known tools from the Innate Immune
toolbox - then - move onto the Adaptive System to ;nd & develop new tools. If new tools are found the information moves into the Innate
side of things for future use.

If the memory is working, ]u shots once were given to a much narrower slice of the population. Now with so many getting yearly shots the
annual mantra is well we didn't quite get the formula matched with this year's strain but get your shots for protection. Protecting just what?
After nearly a half century of Fauci's reign & those working with him nearly all the markers of good health have declined dramatically.

Multiple dis-eases he was charged to investigate & hopefully reduce their impact have exploded. What the system has protected is his
system, Big Pharma & pro;ts. Health? Meh...not so much. Jab/s with growing evidence each day they plain just don't work as advertised,
causing serious negative affects known but suppressed at the start. Icing on the cake, just like the ferrets years ago, even more negative
affects when put out in real world circumstances. The Gates/Fauci/Big Pharma Corona Jab/s fraud underscores why many have serious
concerns with just regular vaccines.

It points too serious damage caused pushing shots onto populations outside of what possible positives they might have for a narrow
population. Focused used Med's are unhealthy for a system needing never ending cancer growth level pro;ts, unhealthy for the human
population, & likely unhealthy for Life in general beyond human impacts. To know all this & then push, manufactured sickness onto children
is sicker than dis-ease.
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM
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juststeve- From the beginning of Covid a thought crossed my mind that how many people who got ]u shots the year before and the
preceding year went on to develop more severe Covid compared to those who did not get the ]u shot. The ]u shot is always
promoted for the elderly like in nursing homes and they are who died the most or became the sickest. Did the ]u shot whether on
purpose or by accident open Pandora's Box? I spoke to many people asking that question in casual conversation and some said they
did not get the ]u shot and not Covid. Coincidence? This years ]u shot is only 16% effective and yet we have many people sick with
Covid.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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JustSteve, SO WELL SAID!!! I had to laugh out loud, for pleasure at your excellent description! Pushing a boulder uphill only to have it
roll down again, well said! I am sorry to read about your health struggles, but then again we learn from them and can use them to
help others eh? Such as by sharing insights here. Thank you for that! ~~~~I wanted to say in comment to Dr Mercola's article, and
now here to your comment, that I believe based on Square One medical school facts, that doctors and Fauci, CDC, FDA etc all know
exactly what they are doing with these jabs, and they are Not experimental!

Come on, they understand the basics of immunity and also, autoimmunity don't they? They know the physiology, don't they?
Sometimes doctors and "health" authorities can be so brainwashed as to overlook pure and basic facts, that may be true and an
operative dynamic. But as for false and misleading statements to the general public that enhanced antibody responses are
protective and helpful, they darned well know better. They know that the immune system has multiple parts, all interactive and must
be dynamically balanced.

And that part of what underscores autoimmune attack is when the immune system goes out of balance in its various parts and their
activities as out-of-balance parts. If they don't know that, and if they claim this does not happen, they are either completely
incompetent to such a shocking extent as not even knowing A from B from C in t he alphabet, or they are corrupt, or both. And there
is no getting around either one. It is time to throw the bums out! Why should society tolerate this?
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM
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Never had a ]u shot—never will. Never had ]u until 1/2020, and got over it nicely. Probably C19. Who knows.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just Steve, A series of essays by Albert Camus titled "The Myth of Sisyphus" uses your description of rolling the rock to the top of
the hill just to have it roll back down to delve into the absurdity of life. "At the very end of his long effort measured by skyless space
and time without depth, the purpose is achieved. Then Sisyphus watches the stone rush down in a few moments toward that lower
world whence he will have to push it up again toward the summit. He goes back down to the plain. It is during that return, that pause,
that Sisyphus interests me. [] I see that man going back down with a heavy yet measured step toward the torment of which he will
never know the end.

That hour like a breathing-space which returns as surely as his suffering, that is the hour of consciousness. At each of those
moments when he leaves the heights and gradually sinks towards the lairs of the gods, he is superior to his fate. He is stronger than
the rock." www.theexaminedlife.org/.../the-myth-of-sisyphus  "According to Camus, the ;rst step an individual must take is to accept
the fact of this absurdity. If, as for Sisyphus, suicide is not a possible response, the only alternative is to rebel by rejoicing in the act
of rolling the boulder up the hill. Camus further argues that with the joyful acceptance of the struggle against defeat, the individual
gains de;nition and identity."
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Unvaxxed2
Joined On 5/5/2021 5:44:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THIS IS HUGE NEWS: the WHO agreement to take over the world pandemic response is dead! Apparently, there were enough countries
against it that it failed. Thank God. This was in a Steve Kirsch newsletter.
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kujosrose1
Joined On 2/28/2007 6:23:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

that's not what Reuters is reporting - they're reporting that the countries that objected, Africa being the ;rst, changed course and the
amendments were agreed to and adopted.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank God
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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I think over 50 countries objected to the WHO taking over the world, then they dropped that language and changed the amendments
and passed them, but they put us in control not Tedros of the WHO
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ghHnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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They are trying the back door’. Things are excellerating due to the knowledge of losing grip after elections. There may be a lot lot lot
of sleeples; but don’t underestimate the number of awake individuals. Surely everyone has noticed the onslaught of the take over of
the world regime by the now minute’, not day’s.
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Yes, that’s good news, but I think I read it’s still on the table to be considered in November. But, begs the question-does the WHO ever
meet in the winter?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Not to mention, isn't the original stuff long past by now as the 2.0 crap spreads? I see everyone getting it, vaxxed and non vaxxed. The last
wave of sickness to come through had that "feeling exhausted" characteristic, a little like having allergies and being exhausted. I'm going to
assume it was a version of 2.0 - because, why not? The at home tests are a miserable failure, but folks pay the $$ for them - of course. I
have to wonder, as with FLU SHOTS, is every time the boosters come out, are we going to see a wave of 3.0, 4.0, etc... ]y around the planet?
Fauci makes no sense to me, but when has he ever?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No way to reformulate every time a new "variant" arrives on the scene - so basic concept appears to justify shooting out-of-phase
(;ne tuned to original, long departed WuFlu) toxins into kids. Somehow Big Money, job or prestige and political corruption and a long
list of Teacher's Union pressure (baloney) projects this to make kids healthier?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tracy; forget about the covid fraud. It was; and still is a weapon of mass distraction. Have a look at the two videos I linked to, further
down. They explain the true nature of this insanity. What they present, is scienti;c fact!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No need to wonder...you will see it. Nothing has slowed this train down and all the same people who did this originally are still in
place and more brazen than ever. We see an absolute ZERO accountability being enforced
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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lovestosing, we have 2 more people out in our olce at work. All of them are vaccinated! These last 2 probably are not vaccine
related, but who knows? These are very young (30's) people that have had 3 jabs. One tripped and fell and broke his ankle. Another
person tripped and fell and broke their hip. So we have 4 people out for heart conditions and 2 out for broken bones. We actually
have 3 out for heart conditions as one of them has returned to work after 2 operations. He's the only person out of the 6 that
questions whether the vaccine had something to do with his new problem. He's 63 and has never had heart disease. He gets
checked every 6 months.

He had just passed his last physical exam 1 month before he got his booster. In less than 2 weeks he was hospitalized and had 2
stints put in. Now he's on blood thinners and may have to have a pace maker. He now has the problem where blood being pumped
doesn't completely empty and recirculates in the ventricle which causes blood clots/strokes. This same guy was diagnosed with
cancer in his right kidney shortly after his 2nd jab back in Feb-2021. They found it while examining his lower back and where able to
remove it with little drama, but had he not been there for follow-up examination on his back (he has major back problems) he might
be dead from cancer right now.

I suggested to him then that his cancer was probably the result of the jab and he blew it off. Now that he had another
near-life-ending diagnosis shortly after getting boosted he is starting to question the safety and effectiveness of the jabs. It's been
5+ months since his booster. I showed him Walgreen's Covid-19 Index last week. The highest infection rates are among the triple
jabbed with 5+ months since their last jab. The 2nd highest infectious rate group are the triple-jabbed with less than 5 months since
their last jab. You need to show your relatives the Walgreens Covid-19 Index.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.walgreens.com/businesssolutions/covid-19-index.jsp?cjevent=e2ec3b5..  Go to page 3 and select the 45-to-65 age group. The
unvaccinated have the lowest infection rate!! You can't make this up! The triple jabbed are testing at nearly 40% infection rate while
the unvaccinated are testing at 21%. Here's what's more astounding. The unvaccinated that test positive are like me and they are
following work-place protocol. Because I'm not vaccinated I have to quarantine 5 days and provide a negative test to return to work
after coming in contact with a sick person. Most of the unvaccinated that test positive have no symptoms.

If I were vaccinated I would NOT have to do this! How ridiculous is that? I showed the Vice President of Manufacturing this Covid-19
Index and he questioned the validity of it. I'm like OMG!! ARE YOU KIDDING??? I asked him "do you really think Walgreens would
discredit the system that makes their living?" I'm sure Walgreens makes a pro;t off every jab they administer and the meds to treat
covid-19. By making their data public they are LOSING MONEY! He just shrugged his shoulders. He's the only vaccinated person I
know that hasn't had Covid-19, but I'm sure he will fall victim.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM
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None of this matters No president, elected or otherwise has the authority to hand over the sovereignty and population of the country
to some other entity. The WHO attempt and the gutless governments that try will all be met with civil wars and outright revolution.
Maybe that is what needs to happen to show the communists/Marxists/Fascists/Progressives and Liberals the world is NOT Okay
with it and will not accept it. That is why our Second Amendment is still in effect more individuals are armed than not. .
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM
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Lovestosing6 - Of course the 2.0 crap long time ago mutated into any number of variants - but each consequently lighter variation
than the original - as the nature of viruses generally are. I guess the yearly plain ]u variation also going around - perhaps mixed with
the above. What I would like really really to know - how different the crap that people get from the vaxed differs - especially on long
time effects - from the other craps....As I got it from a double vaxed I know the difference between this - and the plain yearly ]u... but
perhaps this difference was just for me...

I hear nothing from others and I cannot ;nd any info about this even from ;ghting doctors (like dr. Mercola). But I am pretty sure
there must be a difference....likely lots of differences... As the subject of vaxes...they were “made” for the 2.0 crap - so how would
that work with the other craps when the yearly ]u vax effectiveness negligible (12-20%) as the ]u changes every year...? Altogether
just a disgusting mess - “the ]u brought in to have an excuse to give the vax”. Fraudci makes sense = makes money for himself - but
how much more money you need???
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Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM
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Deadly chemical concoctions by murderous crime syndicates.
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@Truthseeker....you grandson tested positive for Covid. That was the ;rst error. Your grandson took a bogus test which showed he was
infected with an imaginary virus. Garbage in, garbage out. The tests are completely meaningless.
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Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My wife was forced to have a test before a heart procedure. Not only did the tech have a large amount of gooey substance on the
swab, but kept rolling it around and DEPOSITING the substance IN her nostril (she later fell ill). We kept asking for the result of the
test. The next day they replied "it was inconclusive". Wife says that means it was negative. They responded "no, everyone has covid,
we just couldn't ;nd it"!!!???

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/31/2022 7:55:56 AM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If they can’t kill them with abortion, they’re going to try to kill them with the death jab. Poor kids don’t have much of a chance if the parents
are brainwashed.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM
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agreed

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/31/2022 7:53:34 AM
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I pity the innocent children whose parents are deceived by this scam. It makes me sick. What the FDA is getting away with is enabled by
those who are deceived, and this power to continue with the fraud is made possible by their numbers which are estimated around 50% of
the U.S. population.  This is where the battle lines are drawn. It's an information war driving PsyOps. It's brainwashing. What we are dealing
with is no different than trying to rescue people from a cult.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/31/2022 9:38:24 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"CULT", yup, that is it, thanks, I hadn't heard anyone use that word. You nailed it, it's a cult, sprung from people trusting their leaders.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/31/2022 10:22:04 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It IS a cult and the people have been just as deceived. All we can do is not comply, not participate, live our lives according to the "old
normal" and be a healthy, rational appealing example to all.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/31/2022 10:57:57 AM
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steelj
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Exactly, it's the fault of the followers, who are the enablers. Sure the evil manipulators at the top should be held accountable but to
blame them is pointless. In country like the USA of 330 million, a world of 7.950 billion, it's stupid to think there won't be huge
numbers of smart, evil, greedy, energetic, charismatic, ambitious, power-hungry people among us. It's when the masses of people
allow them to rule that misery is the result. I blame the populace. Unfortunately, there doesn't seem to be much of a remedy. I'm not
religious, but I'd say Christianity gave it a good shot, for all its faults.
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brianallen1
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Can someone please tell me if parents are so ignorant, foolish, stupid and scared to actually  have their children jabbed? Please tell me
these statistics for children under 18 are greatly in]ated. Are the schools performing jabs on students? It would never even cross my mind
to do this to a child.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My daughter had all four of her children jabbed--17 down to 8. She's deathly afraid of Covid, and has had a few people she knows die
of it or become deathly ill. We're not allowed to visit since we are unvaxxed. So six months after the jab, her 12-year-old had three
colds in two months, then she got Shingles. She just now recovered from it. Does my daughter think all this is from the jab? No. She
blames the colds on unmasking at school!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In CA they were coercing Elementary school children with PIZZA to get jabbed WITHOUT their parent's consent!!!........"come here
little boy, he he he, I have a slice of pizza for ya......all you have to do is let me stick you with this needle.....he he he...."
www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/california-mom-claims-school-vaccinated-her-..
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kujosrose1
Joined On 2/28/2007 6:23:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps these are the parents paying attention to the fake media (they're STILL spinning the "pandemic" on the morning and evening
news), and/or following the recommendation of schools and other organizations/entities (so their kids can participate in sports and
other extracurricular activities), and having their children be the "protectors" of the vulnerable, especially within the family unit
("vulnerable" grandparents, etc). On that last point, those of us awake see that they're choosing to sacri;ce their child's health to that
of an elderly grandparent, with jabs and mask-wearing. It's mind-boggling they don't see it that way. The brainwashing has been very
effective to convince a lot of people that sel]essness comes in the form of taking an experimental jab - "one for the team".
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Barrack Obama Global Prep Academy? Give us a break!
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian, you're right to question everything the media says - so much is outright lies. In this case however, I don't doubt for a second
huge numbers of parents can't wait to get their kids jabbed. I'm not sure how old you are but you seem smart so I'm pretty sure you'll
come to the same sad realization about people soon. DebbieW, I know people like that, fortunately not my kids. That's gotta be
dilcult, sorry to hear.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steel, I am 65 years of old age. I am blessed to live in an area that is fairly conservative. Few people are jabbed and I do not know
anyone with school aged children. Just about everyone I've spoken with knows of the scam. I suppose that makes me isolated from
the lunacy. I could never comprehend people altering their lives and saying they are locked down. Truly being locked down is quite
different from the word play games they experienced. Anyway, that is why I questioned the numbers because they sure are the
opposite here.
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rai15131
Joined On 1/17/2021 11:23:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the jabs effect the liver is a no brainer; the liver is trying to do it's job and detox the body and is overwhelmed with vaccine toxin. (not a
vaccine) when the liver is overwhelmed toxins try to exit through the skin. then you have rashes with the jab occurring. people who get
jabbed are just exchanging one disease for another with the jab, one disease won't kill you, the cure will kill, or considerably reduce your life
span unless you call on God.
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oldbiker562
Joined On 6/14/2021 12:17:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hey globalists , LEAVE OUR KIDS ALONE !!!
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is not Emergency UA, rather Experimental UA. Plain and simple! All about population control, and control of the population. The
playbook launched long ago.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If a society is to be judged by how it protects its most vulnerable, this says horrible things about the current state of affairs and our
would-be Masters of the Universe. When you are insistent on injecting children with an unproven drug, then you're a monster at best. Worse
than these people are the sheep who blindly follow the Covidian religion, doggedly clinging to its teachings despite the mounting evidence.
Just remember - these are people who wanted you to lose your job and be shunned from society for daring to be skeptical about this drug.
There is no going back to the 'before times' with such people. Once a totalitarian has revealed him/herself, that cannot be unseen.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Heck, they whole COVID thing from the start has been child abuse and an unfair attack on young people in general. The very idea of
stealing some of the best years from those growing up, even before it became clear we were ruining their entire future, all because
of a disease that endangers only old, fat, or very unhealthy people, was wrong, wrong, wrong! It was clear to me and many others
from the start.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hell yeah, my junior and senior years of high school were incredible. I can't imagine not being able to fully interact with my
classmates and have to wear a muzzle. And then graduate online and not have a ceremony? What a travesty!
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The healthiest people on the planet are people who have never taken any vaccine. Our God given immune system put vaccines to shame. I
envy those parents who knew not to ever vaccinate their children. I was a nurse so was brainwashed. I had a BUNCH of vaccines over the
years because of my job. I had to quit working at age 50 because of my failing health. I eat a much healthier diet now - no processed foods,
don't eat out, eat as much organic as I can ;nd, and buy much direct from farmers. I also take a boatload of supplements, some from Dr.
Mercola. I'm not well and probably never will be, but I'm still alive. If I had it to do over again, I would not have given my children or myself
ANY vaccines. Those are the folks who will live to be 100 and be able to enjoy their lives.
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janskyg
Joined On 7/24/2013 6:10:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The news here in Canada is blaming the hepatitis outbreak on Strawberries. Just how many people's children have to develop serious
diseases (or die) from these shots to wake people up? It blows my mind how so much of the world's population have just become
lemmings. I don't even watch the news anymore as it is just ;lled with lies and misinformation.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep it seems those highly suspect ORGANIC fruits are the cause of the problem, just like evil RAW milk... what a surprise ;-)
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If it wasn't strawberries it would have been another berry or scapegoat and the mongers get away with it. The crimes against
humanity are so great now yet not ONE person responsible has remotely been held to account
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I suggested in a comment on the MSN article, that toxic mRNA vaccines are autoimmune disasters and liver injuries in the making.
Also, making the vaccinated more susceptible to infections like hepatitis. Not surprisingly my comment, which had the most likes,
was removed the following morning after the fake fact checkers came after me with their accusations of conspiracy.  Too funny
when the fact checkers dismiss actual physiology as mumbo jumbo and spew their nonsensical Big Pharma idiocy. I am starting to
think that the stupid people who willingly continue to take these shots deserve the suffering they will get. I feel very sad for any child
whose parents force this mRNA crap on them.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The medical system is great at telling partial truths/half lies. Strawberries are dilcult to clean due to their porous-like exterior.
Where the seeds are on the exterior there's cavities that contaminants like fecal matter can get lodged. Harvesting these berries is
typically done with low-cost labor in Mexico. These workers typically don't have access to personal hygiene stations or even toilet
paper. Hepatitis-A (Hep-A) is spread via unsanitary conditions (fecal matter) and it's usually from consuming raw foods like fruits
and veggies.

However, these conditions have not gotten worse in the 21st century. If anything, sanitation has improved. What has gotten worse is
our immune system. Medications and vaccines hinder the immune system. You are more likely to catch a pathogen and fall ill to it
when you are heavily medicated and vaccinated. For example, food poisoning cases increased 10-fold when PPI's (proton pump
inhibitors, aka: Prilosec) became available by prescription.

Stomach acid is your ;rst line of defense against food-borne pathogens. PPI's reduce acid output. The FDA used that plandemic to
increase restrictions/inspections/regulations on the food industry (speci;cally the meat industry). Did food poisonings go down???
NOPE! As usual, the medical system treats the symptoms, not the cause. In this case of Hep-A, I'm con;dent we have a
vaccine-induced compromised immune system that can no longer ;ght off infections from these pathogens. Who knows, it may not
even be Hep-A.

Hep-A is an easy cop-out because it can be blamed on almost anything (like strawberries). But, Hep-A outbreaks do occur in the
USA. Just before Covid-19, Desoto Co, MS had a Hep-A outbreak. It took several weeks to ;gure out where it was coming from. They
traced it back to an INDIVIDUAL working inside a PAPA JOHNS PIZZA in Horn Lake, MS!! She was the person that boxed the pizzas
coming out of the oven. She had 3"lg ;ngernail extensions (fecal matter) and she had Hep-A!!!
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Speaking of Canada, you may ;nd this interesting...drtrozzi.org/2022/05/31/ontario-paying-doctors-to-push-the-injections-..
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To answer the headline question; yes, apparently it is very effective for injuring and killing fetusus, babies, children and adults. For anything
else, no. Easy as that. Oh, and the jabs ARE working according to their plan.
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stephjask, Sorry I was trying to hit like and bumped the dislike. You are absolutely right.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, eugenics is alive and well. The Bill Gates of the world are all high-;ving!
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THEY the criminal cabal acting as a service company calli8ng themselves Government, are out of control.
www.henrymakow.com/the_destuctive_principle_of_th.html?_ga=2.13133300...  They want us dead....
www.henrymakow.com/the_destuctive_principle_of_th.html?_ga=2.49586533... , www.youtube.com/watch , They want us dead....!! Resist.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

newsinteractives.cbc.ca/longform/technocracy-incorporated-elon-musk  I found this article an interesting review of the history of
technocracy
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is sanctioning ritualised child abuse and murder, so the FDA authors are some of the Blackest Black monsters, also called demons.
Like all demons, they should be deported from this world. The FDA and all other "protection" racket agencies should have all their assets
seized, be shut down and ruined, all their sanctions/authorisations voided, and their assets used to compensate their wrongs and
prosecute all the crimes they allowed to occur.
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aubreyjoannembarqmail.co
Joined On 5/16/2021 1:09:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For GOD sake don't let these devils inject that poison in your precious children! You are killing your own children!!!
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TRitchie
Joined On 3/24/2012 11:24:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I go straight to Mercola.com every day instead of relying on a newsletter just in case they unsubscribe me. I'm using the Brave Browser
which keeps a tile of Mercola there for me to click. If that should ever go away, I will go straight to the website by typing it in.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ritchie, I am thinking about switching from safari to Brave. Also what search engine do you use? I am using duckduckgo and have
noticed their algorithm has changed and is negative with alternative news and health.
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Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/31/2022 10:25:27 PM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IDK I use Startpage & Startmail and TOR  and for $60 year I get no spam no forced ads no clutter and no headaches .....well worth
the $5 a month.....
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding JustSteve's comment of the boulder, it's from the Greek Mythology Story of Sisyphus. He was doomed to Hades because thought
his cleverness surpassed that of Zeus, so his punishment was to eternally roll a boulder uphill until it got to the top only to have it roll back
down again. A ;tting metaphor.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dfarrich, you can place this comment under juststeve by clicking on the reply under his comment about pushing the boulder up the
hill. I also commented and added Albert Camus's writings about his Myth of Sisyphus. It is higher up.
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evedawn
Joined On 7/13/2011 6:31:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaccine war end game. The FDA have 4 meetings planned for June. Each meeting is worse than the last  June 7, Novavax June 14,
Moderna in kids 6 to 17  years old June 15, Moderna in kids 6 months to 5 years AND P;zer in kids 6 months to 4 years June 28, “Future
Framework” (the plan to skip clinical trials in perpetuity)
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truthsekker
Joined On 6/12/2016 4:44:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My 6 year old grandson tested positive for Covid. He was sick for one day.
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kyrismom
Joined On 10/19/2016 10:44:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

anyone know anything about Evusheld??
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And God said, "suffer the little children, and forbid them not, to come unto me." And pSatan said "no, bring them to me and I'll protect them...
I fpromise... psafe and epfective."
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From Midnight's Children > > > “Children are the vessels into which adults pour their poison.” > > > - Salman Rushdie - > > > (Born June 19,
1947)
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CamilleGilliam
Joined On 3/7/2017 12:12:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so disappointed in the FDA and CDC, with they way they have done things during this pandemic. I don't think they should be allowed to
own stock in the companies, it is a con]ict of interest. Now I want to tell you what happened to my husband after having Covid. 1. When he
was in the hospital they never called me to tell me what they were giving him as medicine. { had a bad Hemorrhagic stroke 14 yrs. before
and then a heart attack in Mar. 2021. {The heart Dr. put him on baby aspirin and eventually I took him off because he was going backwards,
his brain was seeping blood}. They don't realize that we can see thing from that they don't catch.

He went to a nursing home and when he ;rst got there I thought the reason he was having so much trouble because he was weak from NOT
eating. ( Now mind you the aids never once offered to cut his meat and he is paralyzed on his left side.} So he wouldn't eat their food, it was
way too salty. He has Hyper aldosteronism, so he has been on a very low salt diet and a lot of potassium. I now think he had already had
another stroke in the hospital and then the nursing home put him back on the baby aspirin after they called his Dr. and didn't tell me the
results of the conversation.

So he went backwards again. They put him in a line and gave him the vaccine without ever telling me they were going to do it. Once I got
him home and up stairs {Chair lift} we got him in a lift chair, but he has never been able to stand up since. Thanks for listening but this crap
needs to be stopped. When we get Trump back in the WH I am going to ;x a lot of what went wrong. Including low sodium food for in
hospitals and nursing homes, plus telling family members what is going on. Thanks for listening! Camille Gilliam
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smi7896
Joined On 10/5/2017 2:10:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This might be interesting to some. I've lived in my neighborhood for 22 years and know almost everybody. Lot's of us have grown to become
members of the somewhat elderly class, having loved our homes, and having bought them new, and very satis;ed at the wholesome state
of our community. This entire 2 year- long covid struggle has somehow missed every one of us. Nobody that I know of has died, or even
really been sick from it, beyond a cold or something. We've all considered the frantic panic tactics so obviously made-up to pull off some
political, or social changes to re-arrange our culture. Sorry whomever, didn't work on us.
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recently mainstream media has recently started reported Hepatitis A in persons getting the shots. They are ALWAYS late to the party! The
government wants to inoculate us all to death. Parents BEWARE; protect yourself and your children!
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../FjN7ad6Wj8cT  Puzzle pieces to the cabal Mind control and slavery. An interesting video worth listening to if you
want to know more about what’s happening.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This whole Covid debacle should be called the Thanos Project. It seems that between the disease, the treatment (or lack of treatment) for
the disease, the vaccines, the quarantine, the masks, etc., that the end goal is to eliminate half of the population. For those unfamiliar with
the Marvel character, Thanos was a character who thought that by eliminating half of the population of earth he could save the planet.
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi All, thank you for your responses regarding my subscription query. I've received an email from the admin at the site to say that an email
they had sent had been marked as Spam. Interestingly, a lot of my email has been going in the spam for some unknown reason. So the
mystery has been solved. Thank you to the admin here at Dr. Mercola. Best Wishes. :)
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With the risk of severe side effects that I have seen and the mildness of the so called virus in children in this age group, I would not
vaccinate any child of mine. I also would not take it myself under any circumstances. It's crap shoot. The majority are ;ne but the more
injections received, the greater risk of death. The odds won't protect you forever. Frankly, I think what everyone had was the ]u. Why else
would the millions of annual ]u victims pretty much disappear when Covid came on the seen? I , frankly believe there is no real bene;t for
anyone to take this so called vaccine, no matter the person's age or health status. From my reading, it's not even really a vaccine.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pushing this shot on kids now makes no sense to me. It never did make sense for those under 60 without comorbidities. Kids only start
getting serious cases of Covid after they get the shot. Why don't parents see this? If the shot DID work at ;rst, it's so far out of date now
with the changes in the virus, it's useless. Even those who had Covid from the original virus are getting Omicron or its variants.
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holbr148
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:31:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have a good friend who got the booster in her right arm 5months ago. The arm has stayed swollen developed bad sores & started to drain.
Docs have tried everything to no avail. They say it’s not booster related!!
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently the architects of empire sees xcess people as "weeds" seen regularly with wars to "mow the lawn" and chemically applying
herbicides like Roundup along w dozens of "pre-emergents" to eradicate "seeds." Just because some Poindexter dreams up a "new"
two-edged technology doesn't mean the public must dive blindly into shallow water...And whazzup w Dr. Malone inventing another bad idea
and then covering his complicity with mountains of word salad? He seems apologetic, or is he just another apologist of the controlled
opposition?

Vaccines are generally a bad idea like most pharma. Integrous research would seek harmless ways of strengthening natural systems, but
that never seems the goal of those mismanaging the planet who source the problems and offer bad solutions. Bombs are so noisy when
foods, drugs and the media are such stealthy ways to rid the kingdom of spent workers and the useless. Maybe the creepiest poison is
openly served to billions every minute psychologically; www.lewrockwell.com/2022/05/no_author/what-really-really-hurts/
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, these "resets" used to be done with world wars. Now they just inject everyone with poison under the disguise of a vaccine. It
seems to be working. The death rates are skyrocketing.
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BookGal11
Joined On 11/19/2012 10:22:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, forbidden, I've thought the same from the emergence of Dr Malone. We need to question everything these days. I value your
comments and articles.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really believe that Covid-19 and the shots and booster shots were designed to kill which I think is a way for globalist to commit genocide
to depopulate the Earth. As far as I'm concerned this is no better than a mass murderer killing children at a school like in Uvalde Texas.
These are some sick people who think and do such an atrocity.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

40 people shot and 6 dead in Chicago Memorial day weekend shootings. One weekend in one city in the USA. Extrapolate that over
the # of cities like Chicago across the land. Not a peep from the likes of BLM etc. Surprise surprise surprise.
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s a worldwide experiment.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to the DOD, ;rst time neurological disorder diagnosis went up over 1,000% in 2021 compared to the running average from
2016-thru-2019! It's believed to be the result of the mRNA jabs. How many of these shootings are due to impaired reasoning skills
caused by vaccine-induced brain damage from these mRNA jabs?? Car accidents and fatalities are also up 30+%. There's a major
street in my city that sees heavy tralc 24/7 and it's impossible to avoid. I've been here 17 years and from 2004 to 2020 I can count
on 1 hand the number of people I've seen driving on the wrong side of the road.

Today, it's always someone turning left at a red light that gets into the wrong lane. Instead of pulling forward and turning left they
turn left into oncoming tralc!! Since July 2021 I've seen this happen more than a DOZEN times! I saw it happen 3 times in one week
just 3 weeks ago! One guy that did this was across from me. He was the ;rst person at the light. I was also turning left and I was
about 6 cars back.

The light turned green for the protected left turn and this guy turns hard left like he's doing a u-turn, except he didn't!! He drove
straight up to the parked oncoming tralc sitting at the red-light. The people at the red light got out of their cars and pointed in the
direction he was supposed to go. He just sat there!! It happened yesterday and my wife was in the car. There were 4 cars in front of
us turning left. So all the guy in front of me had to do was follow the 2 cars in front of him.

He turned left too soon and stopped in the middle of the intersection just before nearly hitting the cars in oncoming tralc. I swerved
right and went around him before the light turned red. I never in my life have witnessed anything like this. It has to be VACCINE
RELATED! Maybe it's covid-19 related, but I doubt it. These people have serious brain damage and should not be driving. The only
thing that's changed is mass vaccinations with an experimental vaccine.
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dav42443
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:43:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Additionally, because of the immune system exposure to these numerous proteins (epitomes),... I think that should be epitopes.
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for your replies. I have re-subscribed and hope I start receiving Dr Mercola's Newsletters again.
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JerryNowacki
Joined On 1/31/2010 9:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The innate immune system of a child is strong and ironclad in these age groups. Especially if the child was breastfed by a conscious
mother / parenting. Question; There are tests and in some cases specialized degrees for almost everything that requires competence. How
come the most important competency is parenting and there's no test ? Oh well. Moving on...When you further support the child's innate
immune system with truly nutritious Real Food and age appropriate play and social activity their life only improves ! So why is the? In many
cases it appears that the lights are on.... but nobody's home !
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The innate immune system of a child is strong and ironclad in these age groups." Right up until they're injected with the Synthetic
Spike Proteins and nanobots. After that...not so much!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's an old saying: "Only stupid people are reproducing"
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Wirralinittogether.blog
Joined On 4/6/2021 4:01:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We're long last the point where anything authorised and therefore sanctioned by eugenicists at the FDA represents a clear and present
threat to human survival.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

P;zer just announced a population reduction by 50% by next year. Sounds like a confession to me. P;zer doesn't fear the laws cause they
are all in cahoots. Paying everyone off they need and judges to look the other way. Its time to reduce the threats that control our survival if
we are to survive.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Can you provide some links?
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Vic3kie6
Joined On 8/25/2016 4:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems footnote #29 is missing.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In My Opinion..5G has no real function as far and phone service or communications....at the frequencies 5G can operate are all dangerous
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In My Opinion..5G has no real function as far and phone service or communications....at the frequencies 5G can operate are all dangerous
to any living tissue .....so therefore I see 5G ONLY as a Directed Energy Weapon to be used on all living things on this part of earth...reading
and KNOWING what these deadly frequencies are doing to anything living is interesting....First there are the facts that one can readably
see.....lack of insects including bees and butter]ies ...when is the last time you have seen a orange monarch butter]y?

or swam of bees...when driving down the roads there used to be bugs all over the windshields...now? very little to none....what lives on
insects? birds bats frogs ;sh and lots more...but all their population is down considerably.....last time ya seen a turtle in the wild? Feline
cancer is up ...human cancer is up thousands of % .1950 cancer was rare.today its like 1 in 4. Heart attacks up hundreds of %... how much
does it take to see that RF POISONING is the cause of ,I am thinking , 75% or more of the so-called "diseases" ....medical society is mostly
brain-trained to 'dance for AMA' or so other medical scam organization to keep their Medical Licenses ...otherwise they and fabled as
'quacks' so other diminishing title ....afterall they have to pay their bill , like everyone else.....

Then there is the "Blame-Game".."he said/she said-- its the Gossip Game' and yadayadayada...and the governments have their nose in
everyone ass--etts , meddling cuz ya need a license or permit or a regulation..all to stick their gov nose deeper in your asss...meddle-,
eddle-meddle...snoop snoop Oh but don't worry....naw.....5G will fry you too....why?

cuz everyone is crying "I don't have time" or "I don't FEEEL like it" ...~~ Sniff Sniff....something burning??? LOL.sure...its YOU!!!!!!!! and funny
thing.You don't even know it..YET!!!!!!!!! Still Sittin on MyMountain.....smilin' listening to >> www.youtube.com/watch
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From MyMountain this is truly outstanding with echoes from Mountain to Mountain. :)  www.youtube.com/watch
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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More info about the dangers of 5G  >>>>  safetechnology4sa.home.blog/2020/08/28/wireless-companies-warn-shareho..   <<< 5G isn't
going to disappear....I must be totally dismantled ASAP
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LOL.....well if the ;rst few don't kill ya...the boosters will !!!!!!! hahahaha.......maybe if your that dumb....to let some idiot jab unknown sh!t
into your body.......than maybe its time ya check out... I mean REALLY...... It is of interest to note millions if not billions are so gullible to
actually seek more 'jabs' over something that doesn't exist in the ;rst place............I mean this covid and delta and the rest is nothing more
than being irritated by excessive RF Radiation.........its not a doctor people need its a RF Engineer to tell them they are virtually being
'Cooked alive'........when you understand that RF is deadly at certain frequencies ....\ OK....Microwave Ovens 2.45 GHz up the Frequency of
light s ia non iodizing .......up is X-rays gamma and more and these are ionizing >>>>  en.wikipedia.org/.../Non-ionizing_radiation
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Tesla warned to not use higher frequencies as the dangers ....of course the newspapers and radio made Nichola Tesla out to be a
'Mad Scientist"  and the Jews/masons hyped this up but they stole much of his genius patents and ideas........and saturated the
'news' and textbooks with dumbies like Einstein and Clown Hawking. and a few more 'Clowns'
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IDK..........but ya gotta be one very sick SOB to jab some kid with unknown sh!t...these pukes virtually pumping this into any kids arm
should be dragged out and shot!!!!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No one researches anything. If anyone with half a brain did even 30 minutes of research on these jabs and coronavirus vaccines in
general, they would never consider getting the jab.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We truly are living in the Twilight Zone! Why are we still discussing this "vaccine" (or mask) idiocy? If you bang your head against the wall
once, in an effort to rid yourself of a headache and it doesn't help; you don't continue to bang your head against the wall! In this case - there
never was a headache! Injecting ANY healthy person with a shot, claiming that it's going to prevent them from getting sick; is unethical,
criminal and evil! Whether by force, or coercion - it's the same thing! The following two videos may help you understand what's really going
on here: rumble.com/v13u8pv-may-7-2022.html  -- brandnewtube.com/watch/interview-with-patrick-wood-dr-judy-mikovits-an..
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jamNjim
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The song Twilight Zone, by Golden Earring was 30 years ahead of its time: www.youtube.com/watch
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Jim; the society that I knew, no longer exists.
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Spot on Randy!
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry to go off the article topic, but has anyone else on here been unsubscribed without their knowledge. I noticed I haven't been receiving
Dr. Mercola's newsletters in my email, and on trying to log in, it informed me I was unsubscribed.
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Not for me, but that's sure strange!
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi and good day to you Jackieh1965. No problem here regarding my subscription emails. I even get consistent noti;cations from my
other email address where I subscribed to Mercola newsletters from Substack. I can tell it's different because the title(s) of the
header of each subject topic is different from the original Mercola email to which I initially subscribed.
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Happened to me 3-4 years ago, and I had to call twice to get it ;xed.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i get msgs occasionally saying "acct blocked due to you doing something that violates our security" or similar words... Last time that
happened i was reading pro;les of various bloggers on this site, by right clicking pro;les' Friends icon display Go Figure. Sometimes
rebooting the laptop helps, sometimes not.
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I have no doubt that google's quantum computer is taking over the internet. I've seen many anomalies and strange things going on,
over the past year or so.
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Once several weeks ago I had to log back in which was strange as I never log out.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes. Last week I wasn't receiving any of Dr. Mercola's newsletters period. I called in to customer service and the rep said he could
see that I was subscribed. He unsubscribed and then subscribed me again. That ;xed it. We can't deny the probability of cyber
attacks against Dr. Mercola's site since he's trying to tell the truth.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have never been unsubscribed. I have been blocked on occasion. I think Mercola security is set to keep us from looking at other
members and even our own accounts. If I go to my account and click through friends I will be blocked after about 3 clicks. I then
have to go out of Mercola and wait for hours to get back in. I don't know what this is all about and know it happens to other
commenters.
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Joined On 4/5/2011 10:47:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First, I enjoyed all the overwhelming paranoia in all your comments. Second I think Dr Mercola and Marjorie Taylor Green should get married
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Third, your a few degrees below room temperature.
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